Imagine...

Constantly navigating between SAP and Excel to extract reports and make sense of the data can be exhausting. IT skills and special training are required to build or modify BW, BOBJ and SAP reports; however, IT staff are in short supply and overwhelmed with ever-increasing project demands. New reports take longer and longer to arrive while the business needs for real-time, accurate information and deep analysis continue to grow.

> overview

**Reporting Frustrations**

SAP standard reporting and business intelligence options can be inflexible and difficult to use. Extracting reports to Microsoft Excel® is common so users can re-organize and format the data the way they need it for analysis. Constantly repeating the same extract and re-format process is painful and time-consuming, but business users have few options for self-service.

**Why an Excel-Based Tool?**

In Excel, reports can be created by business users in the exact format they need, and can be modified in real-time as needs change. IT resources are not required, as users have self service in their tool of choice. With Excel4apps, Excel reports become refreshable with real-time data directly from SAP. Requiring only knowledge of SAP and Excel, user training is minimal and the solution is up and running in hours, not weeks or months.

**Reports Wand is an add-in to Excel that enables real-time SAP reporting.**

**The Power of Reports Wand**

Reports Wand provides an easy-to-use Excel front end to SAP data. This Excel add-in allows business users to run their T-Code reports or SQ01 Queries directly in Excel, eliminating manual extract and re-format tasks. Reports Wand improves reporting processes and increases efficiency, enabling faster and deeper business analysis in Excel. Complementing BOBJ, BW and other reporting solutions, Reports Wand fits nicely where real-time data and business user self-service are requirements.

---

**Accessibility**

- Real-time SAP data in Excel
- Report from any SAP module including, SD, MM, PS, PP and CO
- Leverage all the power of Excel such as calculations, charts, pivot tables
- Leverage existing security settings, logon with SAP username/password
- Single Sign-On compatible

**Easy-to-Use**

- Simple parameter pane and layout manager in Excel to control results
- Quick and easy to learn
- Use your familiar Tcodes and SQ01 Queries

**IT Friendly**

- Simple, fast installation
- Users build and modify Excel reports
- Leverages existing investments in SAP and Microsoft
How it Works

Flexible, Fast Reports on SAP Data

With an easy-to-use Excel interface, you can build highly customized reports to meet even the most complex requirements, without relying on IT. Reports Wand allows you to work in Excel to create and edit final reports; add and remove columns; apply formatting, formulae, filters, pivot tables and charts; and then simply refresh the data at the click of a button. It also provides the ability to drill to detail or drill to related data linking reports together for even deeper analysis.

User Benefits

• Real-time reporting on any SAP data in Excel
• Refreshable, re-usable reports
• Leverage existing T-Code reports and SQ01 Queries
• Utilize all the layout and formatting power of Excel
• Easy to use, with minimal training required
• Eliminate manual extract and re-format tasks
• Mass reporting / distribution (see Report Distribution Manager)

IT Benefits

• Pre-integrated for ECC6 and S/4HANA
• SAP Certified, HANA Certified and Microsoft Certified
• Simple, fast installation
• Empower end users with secure self-service reporting
• Leverage existing investments in SAP and Microsoft

Excel Front End to SAP T-Code Reports and SQ01

Reports Wand provides two options for SAP data retrieval, approved and provided by their IT resource:

SAP T-Code Reports
Business users can run their favorite ALV-enabled T-Code reports live in Excel.

SQ01 (SAP Query)
Access a list of SAP Queries live in Excel.

Reports Wand gives users a parameter list task pane in Excel that displays the selection criteria for the SAP Query or SAP ALV transaction. There are also drop-down lists of values to assist the user in selecting their criteria. Users can then easily select the criteria for their report and run it live from Excel. Users are also able to choose which columns are displayed from the T-Code or Query, removing the ones they do not want in Excel, and then format the output using the full power of Excel formatting.

Powerful Drill Downs:
Insert a T-Code or Query into a report to enable drillable cells for deeper analysis.

Simple Excel Wizards to Get Started: Users have the ease of an Excel front end to access SAP T-Code reports or SQ01 Queries already existing in SAP.

Watch a Demo:
www.excel4apps.com/rwsap
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Business users all over the world prefer Excel for their reporting and analysis tasks. The ability to have real-time SAP data in their Excel reports, quickly and easily and at an economical cost, is something our customers rarely encounter before trying Excel4apps. Reports Wand can save significant amounts of time currently being spent on manual extract to Excel processes and enable business users to devote more time to analysis, where they can really add value to the business. Reports Wand can:

• Complement SAP reporting tools such as BW and BOBJ
• Create management reports to combine FICO data and data from other modules
• Provide real-time, detailed reports in Excel (i.e., FBL3N)
• Work with any SAP module, including SD, MM, PS, PP, etc.
• Show Quantities from MM and Production Hours from PP
• Create inventory tracking reports (manufacturing process)
• Create order tracking reports (sales/distribution process)
• Support HR reporting
• Reflect new products, price changes and invoices

Additional Resources:

Automate Mass Creation & Distribution of Reports
• Add-on solution
• Easy-to-use Excel wizards
• Output to email, shared folder or both
• Share high-level reports or detailed reports with analysis included

www.excel4apps.com/rdm

Learn, Share, and Connect in Our Community
• Connect with a passionate community of customers, partners and product experts
• Access our library of individualized training and support resources and videos

www.excel4apps.com/community

4 Years in a Row
Excel4apps recognized as a sample vendor in Gartner’s IT Market Clock for Financial Management Applications.

www.excel4apps.com/gartner
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